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the transient designer is simply one of spls powerful, yet versatile, plugins, and this combination makes transient designer one of the most versatile dynamics processors on the market today. while many sound designers prefer to use an analog engine such as the
roland jv-1080 for its extensive battery of filters and controls, the transient designer is also a first-choice hardware dynamics processor for many. to see some of the other accolades transient designer has received, check out the product page.  multi-band processing
allows for a variety of waveform characteristics in a single instrument patch. one problem associated with conventional multi-band processors is the arrangement of frequency bands. within a single processor patch, these bands are often placed in random order. in
transient designer, you set up the order and arrangement of the frequency bands. let's say you have one frequency band on the bottom of the filter, three frequency bands in the middle, and a final set of frequency bands at the top of the filter. you then set the top set
of filters to be the lowest frequency band, the middle set of filters to be the middle frequency bands, and the bottom set of filters to be the highest frequency bands. when the envelope goes up, the bottom frequency band filters will respond first, then the middle
frequency bands, and finally the highest frequency bands. this order allows you to add transients to the higher frequency bands without affecting the lower frequency bands. you can also have a different order for the bands if you want the bands to respond in order. 
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the distortion reactor is a voice not just for the classic expression reactor, but for the whole range of distortion. we have carefully tailored the settings to make this an even more versatile and fantastic distortion engine. the heavy knob is a gate. you can use it to limit
the distortion to the peaks or let the peaks crash through and filter their tails. instrumental settings such as the introduction in the transitions do not make the sound more instrument-like, they make it less so. a boost (particularly if preset with the effetc overdrive
preset) helps to bring up single notes. this is beneficial on a vocal or voice track, but a problem on a bass or tom track. an eq is the best way to separate the instruments, but sharp cutting pushes the sound back into a more instrumental direction and away from a

backing track. enhancing a single note in a track can become a problem. smooth and lush isnt necessarily musical. usually, user interfaces are simple enough for anyone to use, yet challenging enough to keep fans of high-end gear and programmers actively engaged.
take the spl transient designer as an example, with its six knobs, it is a joy to use right after the first glance. the attack, release, and sustain knobs set the speed and attack rate of the transient, while the two saturation knobs (strength and mix) control the dynamics.

you can also shape the attack and release times by clicking on the orange marked buttons for longer or shorter values. each section of the knobs control the attack, release, gain, mix, saturation and mid-side controls to bring the sound to life. the mix knob allows you to
adjust the mid-side processing. since harmonics and noise floor frequencies are also affected, making the audio uneven between the left and right channels could result in a less than perfect sound. 5ec8ef588b
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